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ON THE UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION TO THE INVERSE
CARBONITRIDING PROBLEM
V. B. Glasko, I. E. Stepanova, and S. A. Yurasov

The problem of uniqueness of the determination of diffusion coefficient Crom
data on the concentration field is investigated for carbonitriding models. For a
more general inverse problem the uniqueness is proved Cor the normal solution
with respect to the polynomial coefficients of the parabolic system of equations.

1. The technological steel carbonitriding process [1] is described, under some additional conditions, by a
nonlinear system of parabolic equations interrelated via the diffusion coefficients, which depend on the system
solution, namely, on the concentration of carbon (u1) and nitrogen (u2): D; = D;(ui, u2). For the functions

D; use is made of linear representations [2] or experimental formulas. However, these approximations are
not known for all technological processes. There arises a. problem of determining D; from data of indirect
measurements of diffusion fields, which belongs to the class of inverse problems [3]. The uniqueness of the
solution to such a. problem is of fundamental imports.nee first of all bees.use in this ca.se some additional
conditions can be set tha.t would be sufficient for the unique determina.tion of the sought coefficients under the
assumption tha.t all initial do.ta are a.bsolutely exa.ct. When the solution is unique, one ca.n use regularizing
operators to construct approximations [4] for inexact input data.
· The investigations carried out from the standpoint of the general theory of parabolic equations [5, 6] and
related to a single equation suggest a conclusion that, generally speaking, even with complete information
about the solution to the boundary value problem in its domain, it is impossible to determine uniquely the
equation coefficients. In the present paper the problem of uniqueness is considered primarily within the
framework of models close to those used in carbonitriding problems when the input information about the
concentration field is not complete.

For the sake of vividness, we shall consider a spatially one-dimensional boundary value problem: 0 .,;

"'.,;I, 0.,; t.,; t:

2. First of all we consider the generally accepted linear model for the coefficients D;:
(1)

where llo,;, 111,i a.nd 112.i are some functions of the process temperature [1]. At not very high temperatures
the interaction between the processes is neglected (D; 110,;), and the problem splits into two independent
problems. At a. high temperature T, which is regarded as a para.meter, we shall distinguish between the
following two modifications. Modification (a): the case 111.i 112,; := 111.i when the interaction is determined
by the sum of the concentrations. Here the vectors Pa {110 ,;; 111,;}, i 1, 2, with constant components for
a fixed tempera.ture, are regarded as unknown quantities. Modification (/3): 111,1 f. 112,i but the values of llo,;
are assumed to be known from indirect observations of uncoupled diffusion fields. In this ca.se the unknown
qua.ntity is pp {111,;; 112,;}, where the components are also constant.
Note that the parameters lio,; for modification (,8) can also be determined uniquely in the case when
a0 ,; 110,;(u;) with not too stringent restrictions on the class of such functions [7] and even with incomplete
information about the diffusion fields: it is sufficient that, along with the ordinary boundary conditions
of the second a.nd third kind [8], the concentrations at one of the end points be set as functions of time:
u;(O, t) \O;(t). Within the framework of the above models, for given initial concentrations a.nd boundary
conditions of any type, the diffusion process is described by the system of equations
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Denote the set of values of Pa (or pp) by M, and the set of solutions u = (u 1 , u2) to system (2) by Mu for
chosen additional conditions, and let Pa EM, (or pp E M,). It is clear that the condition u E Mu ensures
the existence of solution for the inverse problem.
We shall say that the diffusion fields are degenerate in a subregion Q iftJ2u;/ 8z 2 E 0 or :., ( ( u 1 , u2) x

a•u; .

. for some a, 1. = 1, 2.
:Sa Oz 2 ln t h.JS subregion
Theorem 1. Let u E Mu be known in some neighborhood WM, of any point Mo(zo, t 0 ) E Q and let the
diffusion fields be nondegenerate. Then the solutions to the inverse problems u.., -. Pa, u.., ..... pp are unique.
{Ju; )

lJz

To prove the Theorem 1, for instance, in the case(<>) we consider the function F(pa)

E

j j {Lf{u)+

"'"'• to the
= 0, and any solution to the inverse problem is a solution

· Li(u)) du. It is clear that inf F(pa)
variational problem.
We can now note that

i

= 1, 2.

"'"•
In this case the critical points are found from the systems
BF/Era•,<= 0, le= 0, l; i

= 1, 2,

Pl?

=

=

which split into uncoupled subsystems for i
1, 2. By virtue of the obvious conditions
~ 0, A;
~ 0, the point of global extremum can be non-unique only in the case of the exact relations
0 or A;= 0 meaning, as can easily be seen, that the fields are degenerate.
In the case (.8) the proof is analogous.
Note that the degeneracy conditions result either in the splitting of the equations for the diffusion fields
u 1 and u2 into independent subsystems, or (by analogy with [5]) in a specific structure of the equations
incompatible with the conditions of problem (2). On the other hand, the stated uniqueness conditions axe
of local character and can be related to an arbitratily small neighborhood of the point.
3. Another concept of the structure of D;, following from physico-technologica,1 data, consists in that
the mutual effect of the diffusion fields can be determined by a relatively small additional term to the "basic"
coefficient ilo,;. The asymptotic model

Pl?P~

Pl?=

- Plg

D1(u 1 , u2)

=O;(u;) + t6;(u;),

i

=1, 2; j =1, 2; j '# i,

(3)

where Eis a small parameter, conesponds to this case.
We shall assume that the coefficients a; (u;) > 0 are known and are determined uniquely (7] (along with
the diffusion fields u; E uo;(z, t)) by Eqs. (2) with the following conditions:
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which a.re compatible in the classical sense. Note that for the chosen ¢.(t) we have u°' I ~ /' > O. The
0Z z:O
existence of such regimes for boundary conditions of the third kind in carburizing and nitriding problems
was demonstrated in [9). The unknown function turns out to be 6(u)
{61(u2), 62(u1)}.
Using the estimates from [10) of solutions to parabolic systems for sufficiently smooth functions <i;, 6;,
!/>;,and rp;, one can show that in the case (3) the diffusion fields have the following asymptotic structure:

=

1

u;(.,, t) = Ec•u.;(.,, t) + O(c2 ),

(5)

i= 1, 2.

1'=0

The field ou; I{)., has a similar structure.
Denote by N6 the set of vector functions 6(u) continuously differentiable on the positive semi-axis
[O, +oo). Let N. be the set of the functions u1 S {uu(.,, t), u12(.,, t)} defined for each 6 E N6, by virtue of
representation (5), by system (2) for the same values of!/>; and rp; in (4). It can be shown that uu(t) satisfy
for " 0 the boundary conditions
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Theorem 2. Let ui;(.,, t) E N., i

= l, 2,

(6)

and let X;(t) bt continuous monotonically increasing

functions with range A= [u;,min, u;,maxl· Then for given ~~ L=o !/>;(t) and ui; l•=O rpi;(t) the functions
61(u2) and 62(ui) are uniquely determined on the closed interval A.
Indeed, according to [6], the functions 6i(t) 61(x2(t)), 62(t) 62 (x1(t)) are uniquely defined under
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which is implied by the condition ui; E N.. However, under the indicated
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restrictions on x1(t), the inverse functions t; t;(u), 6i(t;(u)) 6;(u;), j '# i; i, j
l, 2, are defined on the
closed interval A.
4. In conclusion we state the result for the linear model, which, in a sense, generafues (1) and at the
same time extends the fact established in [6) to the system of two equations.
Let us set
(7)
lio,i 5 ao,i; lik,i = lic,i(Z, t), k = Q,'2, i = 1, 2,
in (1). We shall assume that a;,;(.,, t) E

O:.;;
i

w;• 0 (Q) and that the conditions(!') are satisfied:

.>.;,;:.;;a;,;(.,, t):.;; X;,;; Jla•.•llw:·• :.;; M;,;,

k=

o, 2,

= 1, 2, M•,; ~ ::\;,; ./1t,

where.>.;,;,::\;,;, and M;,; are some constants set a priori. The set of such collections of coefficients will be
denoted as K., and let Ku be the corresponding set of solutions to system (2) for boundary conditions of
the first kind and arbitrary initial functions compatible with them in the classical sense.
We denote p ={a;,;(.,, t)} EK. and introduce the norm llPll by the formula
2

2

. 8;:·• )

llPll =(p, P) =EE jj[a~ + (
1'=0 i:l Q

2
]

d:r:dt.

(8)

We have
Theorem 3. If K. is a bounded closed convex set and if for the diffusion fields defined in Q we have
u
{u1 , u 2 } e K., then the corresponding set p
{a;,;(.,, t)} (minimal with respect to the norm (8)) is
unique.
To prove Theorem 3 one should consider the variational problem for a functional similar to F(p) in
Theorem 1, and then the analysis can be carried out by complete analogy with [10).
The assertion of the theorem can be restated in a local manner by replacing Q by "'Mo· However,
in contrast to the above Theorems 1 and 2, Theorem 3 does not imply the solution uniqueness in the
classical sense for the applied problem under consideration.
The authors express their gratitude to A. N. Tikhonov and V. D. Kal'ner for interest in this work and
valuable advice.
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